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ABSTRACT 
 

INVESTIGATION OF LIQUID TRANSPORT IN MICRO AND 
NANOSCALE POROUS MEDIA AT DIFFERENT PORE TO THROAT 

SIZE RATIOS 
 

Extensive usage of micro/nanoscale porous media in various applications, require 

comprehensive understanding of fluid transport in those systems, such as in the 

unconventional oil-reservoirs, micro/nano-membrane technologies and lab-on-a-chip 

applications. The frequently employed transport calculations in literature do not consider 

any effects related to size or shape of the pore. Instead, dynamically similar flow systems 

assumed by the porosity of a given medium that an “ability of flow” definition named 

permeability is employed for a given solid/liquid couple based on the corresponding 

porosity. However, in such small-scales, liquid flow characteristics diverge from 

continuum behavior and non-equilibrium effects should be considered to estimate the 

transport. Furthermore, geometrical parameters of pore structures and networks should 

be considered, in addition to porosity, for a proper characterization. Hence, pore scale 

analyses of fluid flow were performed by solving Navier-Stokes equation numerica l ly 

with finite element method in a representative elementary volume. Permeability values 

were calculated based on the Darcy’s Law, at different pore-to-throat-size ratios, 

porosities, and velocity slips whose range determined by a literature review. Permeability 

showed a strong dependence on pore-to-throat-size ratios, and slip conditions. Using the 

permeability of pores across a wide range of conditions, the Kozeny-Carman (KC) 

relation was re-considered. An extended phenomenological Kozeny Carman model to 

predict micro/nanoscale liquid transport as a function of porosity, pore-to-throat size 

ratio, and slip length was developed. The pore-to-throat-size ratio and slip effects were 

found substantial on transport, which was successfully predicted by developed model. 

 

Keywords and Phrases: Velocity slip length, permeability, porosity, pore-to-throat size 
ratio, computational fluid dynamics 
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ÖZET 
 

FARKLI GÖZENEK- BOĞAZ GENİŞLİĞİ ORANLARINDAKİ MİKRO 
VE NANO ÖLÇEKLİ ORTAMLARDA SIVI TAŞINIMININ 

İNCELENMESİ 
 

Mikro ve nano ölçekli gözenekli ortamların, petrol rezervleri, mikro ve nano 

ölçekli membran teknolojileri ve çip üstü laboratuvarlar gibi çeşitli uygulamalardaki sık 

kullanımları, bu tür sistemlerdeki akış taşınımının iyi anlaşılmasını gerektirmekted ir . 

Literatürde hali hazırda uygulanmış olan taşınım denklemleri, gözeneğin boyut ve 

geometrisiyle ilgili özelliklerinin sıvı taşınımı üzerindeki etkilerini çoğunlukla dikkate 

almamaktadır. Bunun yerine, dinamik olarak benzer akış sistemleri ortamın gözenekliliği 

ile tahmin edilmiş ve “akma kabiliyeti” olarak adlandırılabilecek geçirgenlik tanımı 

belirli bir sıvı/katı çifti için gözeneklilik temelinde uygulanmıştır. Ancak, bu gibi küçük 

ölçekli akışlarda sıvı taşınım özellikleri süreklilik davranışından uzaklaşmaktadır. Bu 

sebeple, akışkan ile duvar arasında oluşan dengesizlik etkileri akışkanın özellikler ini 

tahlil edebilmek için incelenmelidir. Ayrıca, akış taşınımını doğru karakterize edebilmek 

için, gözenekliliğin yanısıra gözenek yapılarının ve ağlarının geometrik parametreleri de 

hesaba katılmalıdır. Bu sebeple, akışkanın gözenek ölçeğindeki analizi, temel bir temsilc i 

hacim içerisinde, Navier-Stokes denklemlerinin sonlu elemanlar yöntemi kullanılarak 

sayısal olarak çözülmesi ile gerçekleştirilmiştir. Literatürden elde edilen farklı kayma 

uzunluğu değerlerinde, farklı gözeneklilik ve gözenek-boğaz genişliği oranlılarındak i 

geçirgenlik değerleri Darcy Yasası kullanılarak hesaplanmıştır. Sonuçlar, gözenekliliğin 

gözenek-boğaz genişliği oranlarına ve kayma etkilerine bağlı olduğunu ortaya koymuştur. 

Bu geniş aralıkta elde edilen geçirgenlik değerleri kullanılarak, Kozeny Carman (KC) 

ilişkisi tekrar incelenmiştir. Mikro ve nano ölçekli ortamlarda sıvı taşınımını tahmin 

edebilmek amacıyla, gözeneklilik, gözenek-boğaz genişliği oranı ve kayma etkilerine 

bağımlı ve Kozeny Carman ilişkisinin bir uzantısı olan olgusal bir model geliştirilmişt ir. 

Gözenek-boğaz genişlik oranı ve kayma etkilerinin, geliştirilen model aracılığıyla başarılı 

bir şekilde tahmin edilen geçirgenlik değerleri üzerinde azımsanmayacak etkilere sahip 

olduğu gözlemlenmiştir. 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler ve Deyimler: Kayma hızı uzunluğu, geçirgenlik, gözeneklil ik, 
Kozeny- Carman denklemi, hesaplamalı akışkanlar dinamiği
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

A porous medium is a structure which includes stable solid parts and the empty 

spaces to provide fluid flow. The solid part of the porous media called as solid matrix, 

and the gap between the solid particles can be named as void space. There exists a plethora 

of examples about porous media in nature, and in various applications in the modern 

world. For instance, kidneys, lungs, bones, soil, limestone, bread, and even human hair 

serve as examples for natural porous media. Water purification systems, usage of 

heterogeneous catalysts in the reactors, liquid chromatography applications, membranes, 

biochemical applications, tissue engineering, biological membranes, well drilling, and 

hydraulic fracturing through ultra-tight shale gas and oil reservoirs are some examples of 

porous media application area in the industry. 

 From the porous nature of the medium itself, the fluid flow inside can be difficult 

to characterize in a three-dimensional system and these characterizations could be crucial 

for determining the outcomes of the applications. Two main approaches exist to analyze 

flows in porous media, Pore Scale Method (PSM), and Volume Average Method (VAM). 

Using PSM provides very precise results of prediction of transport behavior, since it 

presents a solution for transport by considering every pore in the medium. However, due 

to the inherent heterogeneous and complex features of porous media, evaluation of 

velocity and temperature with the pore scale approaches is not very easy. Hence, the need 

for different approaches to characterize flow behavior easier in porous medium is 

required. In order to overcome the challenges, that occur from characterizing such a 

complex flow domain, VAM approach is mostly preferred as it neglects the discontinuity 

caused by the solid network matrix. Implementation of this method is accomplished by 

taking volume integral of continuity, momentum, and energy equations which enable us 

to calculate volume averaged velocity, pressure and temperature values of the system. 

The application of volume averaged method on flow equations yields to addition of 

several more parameters presenting VAM transport behavior such as permeability. 

Numerous studies are concentrated on the evaluation of volume averaged parameters for 

porous media with distinctive characteristics. 
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One of the key aspects for characterizing porous media is permeability which 

physically defines the ease of the flow through pores. Permeability can be classified as 

flow conductivity, and it is directly influenced by the structure of the medium. Due to 

this, determination of permeability by quantitative evaluation is highly complicated. 

Moreover, measurement techniques for permeability are also costly (Gao and Hu, 2013). 

Despite the mentioned challenges, evaluation of permeability is essential for 

characterizing transport behavior through porous medium. Henry Darcy had conducted 

an experiment which was based on a water filtration procedure applied through sand beds. 

With the output of this experiment, he observed that, flow rate and pressure are linear ly 

changing with a constant value of flow conductivity- which was later described as 

permeability (Darcy, 1856).  The relation was based on the assumptions that fluid flow 

inside the pores was homogenous and isotropic and the system was resolved by taking an 

average of the separate pores. This empirical correlation is valid for creeping flow, 

namely Re<1.  Darcy’s Law was extended by several researchers. In order to consider the 

boundary effects, Brinkman added the diffusion term to Darcy’s equation; while for large 

velocities, Forchheimer indicated that the pressure gradient as a consequent result of 

specific flow rate that was obtained via Darcy’s Law is less than what Forchheimer 

evaluated. Therefore, he added a coefficient to Darcy’s Law with the consideration of 

inertial and viscous effects (Liu and Masliyah, 1996). 

Since measuring permeability is rather complex, it was attempted to be derived as 

a function of a more reachable parameter, such as porosity.  For that, Kozeny proposed a 

relation which defines permeability as a function of porosity. Briefly, he defined a system 

composed of a stack of capillary tubes that have the same diameter and length, with a 

fluid flowing within. Carman, then, improved this relation. Subsequently, the Kozeny-

Carman equation (KC) was proposed that contains a constant named after Kozeny, which 

briefly gathers the effects of flow path, shape of the particles and their connections 

together. In KC relation, this mentioned constant was simply stated as 5 (Kozeny, 1927; 

Carman 1937; 1939). Researchers have tried to determine Kozeny Carman constant (CKC) 

by both experiments and numerical calculations using different methods such as lattice 

Boltzmann Method (LBM), Pore Network Modelling (PNM), and Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) simulations. All these techniques have both advantages and 

disadvantages and detailed information can be found elsewhere (Khabbazi et al., 2013). 
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One of the key factors determining the permeability is the connectivity of the pore 

network. Generally, KC relation is correlated only by taking porosity into account. 

Multiple researchers emphasized the importance of the pore network structure and 

concluded that it has a dominant effect and should be included in the correlations derived 

based on KC relation. More recently, Ozgumus et al. proposed a relation for the 

calculation of CKC as a function of pore to throat size ratio, to improve the validity of KC 

relation, to be used across a broad range of geometrical aspects (Ozgumus et al., 2014). 

Another dominant mechanism affecting permeability is the non-equilibr ium 

developing in fluid dynamics due to the very small scale of porous systems. Many 

applications are based on pore sizes in the range of micro/nanoscales where liquid 

dynamics diverge from the continuum behavior. Hence, depending on the pore sizes, the 

flow characteristics differ from the conventional porous medium transport behavior. In 

such cases, permeability values obtained from KC equations for a specific porosity should 

be corrected, in order to add the scale effects, which are not considered by the Darcy 

equation. Using existing available permeability for a given porosity and pore-to-throat-

size ratio underestimates the transport observed at micro/nano-scales. A general first 

description for small scale effects was developed by Klinkenberg as a correction to 

Darcy’s law, in order to consider so-called slip effects in the case of gas transport 

(Klinkenberg, 1941). Nevertheless, for the liquid flow, non-equilibrium effects have not 

been considered in the permeability characterizations for micro/nanoscale liquid flows. 

There is a great demand from the most current technologies (i.e. lab-on-a-chip, 

nano-membranes, and water and environmental engineering applications) to understand 

liquid transport at micro/nano-scales. For example, in petroleum engineering, flows 

through the nanopores of shale have received significant attention lately (Singh and 

Javadpour, 2016; Afsharpoor and Javadpour,2016; Cui et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2017). There 

have been a couple of attempts proposing the addition of liquid slip effects into the 

permeability calculations to accurately estimate the permeability of liquid transport in 

micro/nanoscale porous media.  

In order to accurately describe transport behavior through micro/nanoscale porous 

media, non-equilibrium effects should be characterized. At micro/nano levels, the 

interactions between fluid and surface become dominant and create non-equilibr ium 

behaviors in fluid dynamics so that classical continuity-based theories cannot resolve the 

heat and mass transport. Whereas, the non-equilibrium behavior develops differently in 

gas and liquid flows. Effects of the non-equilibrium behavior are observed in the near-
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wall region. Possible solution procedure should be determined according to the extent of 

this near-wall non-equilibrium region into the entire flow domain. 

The micro/nanoscales dynamics developing in case of a gas flow is a well-stud ied 

subject due to the convenient calculations provided by Kinetic Theory (KT) and 

Molecular Dynamics (MD). Basically, the Knudsen number (Kn = λ / DH) calculated as 

the ratio of gas mean free path (λ) to the characteristic height of confinement (DH is the 

hydraulic diameter) provides an understanding of non-equilibrium gas dynamics, while 

the B parameter (B = Lf / DH) calculated as the ratio of surface molecular force penetration 

depth to characteristic height of confinement considers the effect of surface forces which 

are dominant at nano-scales (Barisik and Beskok,2014). However, small scale effects on 

liquid flows are not that simple to estimate. This deficiency is mostly caused by the 

complex momentum exchange behaviors of liquid molecular system in which the 

collision dynamics cannot be calculated using Kinetic Theory of gases due to the high 

density. Hence, the Kn number cannot be defined for liquids and related theories and 

solution procedures cannot be applied. There are multiple studies defining Kn and 

employing KT based solutions such as Maxwell defined velocity slip and temperature 

jump models as a function of Kn for liquid flows (Mirramezani and Mirdamadi, 2012; 

Rashidi et al., 2012; Matin et al., 2013; Bardia et al., 2016) as well as for characteriza t ion 

of nanofluids (liquids containing nanoparticles) (Buongiorno, 2006; Hooman et al., 2009; 

Hooman and Ejlali, 2010; Akbarinia et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2015) which are mislead ing 

researchers to an incorrect physical interpretations of liquid flows at micro/nanoscale. 

On the other hand, there are no existing theories to generally characterize liquid 

non-equilibrium behaviors and their length scales. The molecular surface forces and 

adsorption develop different mechanisms than gas state. Basically, non-equilibriums are 

observed at the liquid/solid interface momentum and energy exchange coupling, as well 

as at the near interface liquid dynamics. Velocity slip and temperature jump develops at 

the interface between surface and liquid while density layering and electric double layer 

are two major complications forming in liquid at near interface. But, the length scales of 

near interface non-equilibrium regions are very small such that its contribution is 

negligible for even very small confinements. Hence, over a certain dimensional limit 

defining an updated boundary condition for an overall consideration of the non-

equilibrium effects can be performed. 
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Multiple researchers attempted to solve micro/nanoscale liquid flows with the 

velocity slip boundary conditions in order to include non-equilibrium effects. The idea 

about the velocity slip was first proposed by Navier (Navier, 1823). According to the 

Navier's well known boundary conditions, the velocity at the surface vslip, is proportional 

to shear stress at the wall (Gad el Hak, 1999).  

Where  is the velocity gradient at the wall, and Ls is the slip length. Slip length 

measures the velocity slip as a fictitious distance at which the velocity extrapolates to the 

value of zero. Slip length is expected to depend on properties of solid and liquid couples 

as well as on the flow dynamics. 

 The purpose of the current study is to understand liquid flow through 

micro/nanoscale porous media with different pore -to-throat size ratios by considering the 

slip effects on permeability. Permeability values will be calculated based on Darcy’s Law 

and the comparison between no-slip and slip flow cases will be examined, and Navier-

Stokes equations with slip boundary conditions will be solved numerically by using Finite 

Element Method (FEM). For such a case, velocity slip measurements from existing 

literature will be summarized and results will be normalized by the characteristic length 

of the corresponding flow domain to develop a possible range of slip coefficients that can 

be found in Chapter 2. KC equation will be applied on the permeability results calculated 

at different porosity and pore-to-throat size ratios. An extended phenomenological KC 

model to predict micro/nano liquid transport as a function of porosity, pore-to-throat size 

ratio, and slip length will be developed. 

The outline of this study can be summarized as follows; In Chapter 2, a 

comprehensive literature survey on porous media applications, porous transport 

calculation methods, and micro/nanoscale liquid transport will be given. In Chapter 3, a 

formulation of the problem will be discussed. In Chapter 4, the computational domain 

used for numerical calculations, and related details will be presented. In Chapter 5, results 

based on the solution of fully developed flow through Representative Elementary Volume 

will be revealed in terms of porosity, pore-to-throat size ratio, and permeability for both 

slip and no slip flow, and these results will be interpreted in detail. Lastly, in Chapter 6, 

the study will be summarized and appropriate conclusions will be made. 

 (1.1) 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section, the knowledge which gained from the literature about the 

application areas of porous media, porous transport calculation methods, a brief review 

about permeability calculations on Kozeny Carman relation (KC), and the geometrica l 

effects on the permeability are presented. Additionally, to investigate the non-equilibr ium 

behavior of liquid flow in micro/nanoscale porous structures, an extensive literature 

review of micro/nanoscale liquid transport characteristics is given in terms of slip 

velocity, slip length and wettability characteristics of surface which have crucial role on 

the porous media transport characteristics. 

2.1. Porous Media and Their Applications 

A porous medium can be identified as the combination of a unified arrangement 

of solid particles which have random dimensions and different forms. Area of the liquid 

or gas flow is often defined as the empty space (or void space). The use of porous media 

has been encountered in numerous areas, including chemical and petroleum engineer ing 

(shale reservoirs and alternative oil resources, heterogeneous catalysis, combustion 

phenomena, chromatography, separation and purification technologies, filtration, etc.) 

environmental sciences (wastewater and groundwater treatment, hydrology, marine 

microbiology, etc.), biological and biomedical applications (drug delivery, perfusion 

bioreactors and tissue engineering, regenerative medicine), energy systems (fuel cells, 

electrochemistry, nuclear waste disposal) and so on. Due to those diverse application 

areas that use porous transport theory, characterization of fluid flow through porous 

media has gained a significant attraction.  

Due to the severe diminishment in the water sources, obtaining fresh water in 

alternative ways has become a prominent topic. To resolve this issue, desalinat ion 

process, the most common technique used for obtaining freshwater by filtering sea water, 

needs to be improved. To accomplish this, nanomembranes have been investigated in 

detail by several researchers to increase the rate and efficiency of desalination process. 
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(Phillip et al., 2006; Tanugi and Grossman, 2012;2014; Thomas et al., 2014; Heiranian et 

al., 2015) Based on porous media research, Baban and Seymour conducted an important 

study which can open the pathways to overcome possible obstacles on tumor 

permeability, in order to further examine cancer drug delivery and enhanced permeability 

and retention effect applicable on tumor cells (Baban and Seymour, 1998). Khaled and 

Vafai investigated some fundamental transport models in porous media including; Darcy, 

Brinkman, and Forchheimer models. The specific usage areas of those models are 

reviewed in detail. The aforementioned models were found to be promising to 

characterize some physiological phenomena, including diffusion of body fluids in tissues, 

blood flow characteristics in tumors, and tissue generation. Also, for biological tissues, 

Darcy and Brinkman models for momentum transport and thermal equilibrium for energy 

transport were deemed appropriate to analyze the biological applications listed as tissue 

regeneration and drug and nutrient delivery to neural cells (Khaled and Vafai, 2003).  

Rather different than the proposed areas, Khalili et al. have innovatively attempted 

to adapt those transport ideas into marine biology applications. For example, they 

numerically investigated porous media with lattice Boltzmann method (LBM), and they 

provided a comprehensive review about the recent applications of porous transport in 

marine microbiology, as well as for potential future implementations (Khalili et al., 2010).  

From an environmental engineering point of view, one of the cornerstone studies 

about this area, the Brinkman model and existing capillary model were compared in terms 

of permeability predictions for deep bed filtration by Payatakes and his colleagues 

(Payatakes, 1974). Also, several other researchers focused on improving water treatment 

processes (Discacciati et al., 2002; Layton et al., 2003; Discacciati and Quarteroni, 2009). 

It was pointed out that the existence of suspended solids in the flow through porous 

medium, results in blockage of flow area, since some of those suspended solids have 

nearly the same size and/or are greater than pores.  For such a case, permeability of the 

system is gradually decreased, and clogging occurs which eventually prevents particles 

from migrating and the injection process is negatively affected. As a result, a model was 

proposed based on various flow theories to predict the possible fluctuations in 

permeability to regulate the particle migration and flow characteristics of the porous 

systems (Liu et al., 2017).  

In our modern world, the exploitation of fossil fuels and depletion of energy 

sources comes with its own problems that threaten nature every day. As part of their 

investigations, the yield of combustion phenomena was examined in the presence of a 
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porous medium. Mujeebu’s study deals with the performance boost of combustion of 

hydrocarbons, using porous media as the reaction medium. Specifically, thermal 

efficiency and heat and mass diffusion properties were attempted to be enhanced with the 

increase in the mass and heat transfer area of the specified porous medium. A further 

comprehensive review about porous media combustion can be found in the mentioned 

study. (Mujeebu et al., 2009).  

The studies above are some of the preliminary examples of porous media usage 

in various modern world applications. More specifically, the diminishment in the natural 

resources increases the importance of unconventional type reservoirs, including rocks, 

shale reservoirs, and oil pockets (Cui et al., 2017; Appiah et al., 2013; Afsharpoor and 

Javadpour, 2016; Naraghi and Javadpour, 2015; Wang and Sheng, 2017). However, the 

topographies of the mentioned sources possess nanoscale pores which have different 

transport behavior due to the small scale within them. As a result, implementation of 

conventional no-slip boundary conditions through such nanoscale porous media 

underestimates the permeability results, and yields to misleading interpretations of the 

process. To prevent that, some apparent permeability models obtained via solution with 

slip boundary condition have been developed. Those models are going to be mentioned 

in the further paragraphs in detail. 

2.2. Kozeny Carman Equation and Kozeny Carman Constant 

Transport in porous media can be characterized by evaluating the permeability of 

the system. However, the difficulty of measurement of permeability values led 

researchers to develop models that can predict permeability as a function of parameters 

of porous systems that are comparatively easy to measure, such as porosity. Kozeny 

suggested a theory about a possible relation between permeability and porosity. During 

the development of this theory, porous media was assumed as a package of capillary tubes 

that have identical length and diameter. For the incompressible, laminar and steady state 

Newtonian flow, solution of Navier Stokes equation was obtained (Kozeny, 1927). After 

Kozeny’s proposed derivation, Carman re-studied Kozeny’s proposed relation by stating 

that Kozeny parameter varies in accordance with the porous medium (Carman, 1937; 

1939), and finally Kozeny-Carman relation (KC) is obtained and related permeability (K) 

with porosity (ε) can be seen in Eq. (2.1) (Xu and Yu, 2008). 
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(2.1) 
 

Where CKC is Kozeny Carman constant (or sometimes called as Kozeny parameter, or 

Kozeny constant) which identified as a function of geometry of the flow domain, and S 

is the specific surface area of the porous media. 

KC equation relating the permeability with porosity has been found as a quite 

practical way to estimate permeability of porous media. It is widely used and provides 

good results in many cases (Adler, 1988; Thies-Weesie and Philipse, 1994; Heijs and 

Lowe, 1995; Parada, 2009). Nevertheless, KC relation becomes inadequate for estimating 

permeability values since this equation does not consider some structural properties of 

complex geometries. For a better characterization and estimation of porous transport, 

some other geometrical parameters should be considered in addition to porosity. 

Therefore, in order to obtain more universal relation, researchers have been trying to 

develop new correlations based on KC equation.  

Among those parameters, an important geometry dependent parameter; tortuosity 

is mostly considered by several researchers (Lin et al., 1992; Xiao et al., 2012; Chen et 

al., 2015; Khabbazi et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2016). Basically, tortuosity defines the 

complexity of the path that fluid follows through porous structures (Khabbazi et al.,2015). 

The parameters that generate the complexity such as tortuosity are considered generally 

in fractal geometries. Fractal geometries provide more realistic considerations in order to 

investigate flow characteristic in porous media. As a solution technique, the fractal model 

has been performed in several studies which identified the significant role of the structural 

effects on permeability. Further information about the impact of fractal geometry 

techniques which have been found to be an efficient way to understand the transport 

behavior in complex porous medium can be found elsewhere (Xu, 2015).  

Besides its significant role on the permeability predictions, since obtaining 

tortuosity values is rather complicated, some researchers have proposed tortuosity 

definitions based on porosity. Koponen and his colleagues evaluated the permeability of 

a porous medium with randomly distributed solid rectangular shapes by using LBM. They 

compared their simulation those obtained by adjusted KC equation by replacing porosity 

term with the effective porosity. The porous flow parameters, including effective porosity 

and tortuosity were investigated as a function of porosity. Results belonging to the re-

visited KC equation and numerical simulations agreed well (Koponen et al., 1996). 
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Following the previous study, the model was re-considered since the previously proposed 

model cannot yield a solution for the very near region of percolation threshold (Koponen 

et al., 1997). Boving and Grathwohl derived a relation between tortuosity and porosity by 

conducting and experimental study. Firstly, they measured the porosity and tortuosity 

values of limestone and sandstone individually, then derived a correlation based on those 

results which can be used specifically for the organic contaminants in sedimentary rocks 

with a common morphological form. (Boving and Grathwohl, 2001). Similarly, for a 

creeping flow in a rectangular shape pore structures, Yu and Li have proposed an 

approximate model to describe the tortuosity as a function of porosity without using an 

empirical constant. In their study, they investigated the porous medium where fluid 

follows a realistic where the period of streamlines changes and an idealized path which 

can be considered for un-overlapped particles (Yu and Li, 2004). By using LBM, 

Matyhka et al. showed the relation between porosity and tortuosity numerically for pore 

structures which are randomly distributed, and are in the same shape with equal sizes. 

(Matyhka et al., 2008). Similarly, another tortuosity-porosity relation was derived by 

Khabbazi and his colleagues for the porous medium as the composition of rectangular 

particles. The results were procured by LBM for different aspect ratios, and it was 

revealed that there is an inverse relation between tortuosity and porosity. They also 

indicated that as the porosity increases, the role of aspect ratio on the tortuosity decreases, 

therefore for low values of porosity, the effect of aspect ratio on tortuosity should be 

investigated. The summary of the suggested correlations is displayed in  Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Models in the existing studies which relates tortuosity (τ) and porosity (ε) 

Koponen et al., 1996 
0.8(1 ) 1  

For 0.4≤ε≤ 0.9  

Koponen et al., 1997 
0.19

(1 )1 0.65
( )c

 

Where εc is the percolation threshold 

Bowing and Grathwohl, 2001 1/2  
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Table 2.1. (cont.) 

Yu and Li, 2004 

 

21 11
1 41
1 1

 

 

11 1
2

 

21 11
1 41 11 1 1

2 2 1 1
 

Matyka et al., 2008 1 0.77 ln( )  

Khabbazi et al., 2016 

ln( )a b  

Aspect ratio=1→ a=1.01, b=0.37 

Aspect ratio =2→ a=0.99, b=0.80 

Aspect ratio =3→ a=0.98, b=1.16 

 

Chen et al. investigated the effect of pore geometry on the transport properties by 

using fractal model. Their results were obtained based on the analytical and numerica l 

simulations which proved that permeability values that are calculated via KC relation 

gives considerably different results from the simulation results. This difference exhibits 

the requirement of the consideration of the pore structure. Because KC relation considers 

only porosity, it was observed that using this equation for fractal geometries gives 

inaccurate results for permeability (Chen et al., 2015). Xiao et al. conducted a study in 

order to obtain relative permeability values of liquid flow through unsaturated porous 

media. By using Monte Carlo model, they have tried to derive a model which defines 

permeability as a function of capillary pressure and tortuosity of capillaries. The 

dependency between phase fractal dimensions and porosity was executed. Their proposed 

model was found to be applicable for various applications in porous media, due to the 

good agreement observed between the validation results (Xiao et al., 2012).  In another 
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study conducted with nanofibers by Xiao et al., permeability values were found as in an 

explicit relation with the fractal dimensions of nanofiber structures and the porosity (Xiao 

et al.,2016). Similarly, Yang et al. derived an equation of permeability specifically for 

roughened porous media containing a bundle of tortuous capillaries. During their studies, 

they tried to investigate the effects of tortuosity, fractal dimensions, and relative 

roughness on permeability. The derived equation showed that, as the relative roughness 

increases, permeability diminishes. Also, in terms of the roughness effect, the 

permeability values of roughened surface were found higher than the permeability of 

smooth capillaries with a fourth power of (1-ε) value (Yang et al.  2015). In another study, 

it was shown that KC equation underestimates the permeability results for low porosity 

values, and therefore a new model is needed to find permeability values. Low values of 

porosity do exist in several applications considering the transport behavior in porous 

medium as Woudberg and Du Plessis indicated in their study conducted with the granular 

and foamlike porous media (Woudberg and Du Plessis, 2008). This condition results in 

the requirement of a correction to Kozeny-Carman equation for low porosity values which 

might be seen in the reservoir rocks as focused in the investigated case by Mavko and 

Nur, with the help of existing porosity values which was encountered in the structure of 

clean rocks. KC equation was re-examined by the third power of porosity includ ing 

percolation effect, resulted in more accurate permeability values (Mavko and Nur, 1997). 

Aside from the practical complicated porous structures, Parada and his colleagues 

performed a study at a simpler porous media geometry using volume average methods 

via simulation software for their calculations. They claimed that, KC equation cannot 

come up with a universal description of permeability, as a function of simple porous 

media parameters, such as porosity and structure, and pointed out the necessity of taking 

complex microstructure effects in consideration rather than using KC equation alone, in 

order to obtain more accurate permeability predictions (Parada et al., 2009). Henderson 

and co-workers exhibited a generalized form of KC equation that is dependent on three 

parameters obtained from fitting experimental data for the fractal porous geometries 

(Henderson et al., 2010). With a more realistic approach by mimicking the natural porous 

geometries, fractal pore space geometry was investigated by Costa, and he derived a new 

form of KC equation. It has been proven with the previous results belonging to non-

granular systems, the derived equation can be practically used for vesicular rocks or fiber 

mat systems (Costa, 2006). Select examples of the models derived based on KC relation 

which belong to the aforementioned studies are tabulated in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Relations derived between permeability and porosity 

 

Recently, researchers have mostly concentrated on defining an accurate Kozeny 

Carman constant (CKC) which gathers the effects of flow path, shape of the particles and 

their connections together. In KC relation, this mentioned constant was simply stated as 

5 (Kozeny, 1927; Carman 1937;1939). It was indicated that value of CKC possesses a 

different value other than 5 for the porous medium different than packed bed spheres, 

specifically for structures between the dendrites of some specific substances. Further 

evaluation of permeability by using KC equation with the value of CKC as 1 gives accurate 

results (Brown et al., 2002).  For the disordered array of spheres, KC constant was 

calculated as 2.79, 3.62, and 3.80, for the corresponding sphere radius of 2.5, 3.5, and 4.5, 

respectively, and the permeability results were acceptable in accordance with the 

validation between experimental studies (Heijs and Lowe, 1995).  Different than similar 

calculation results in literature, KC parameter was calculated as between 8 and 18, for 

porosities is in the range of 0.45 and 0.8 for fibrous materials. These large values of CKC 

were related with the non-uniformity of the porous medium (Chen and Papathanasiou). 
For the porous media which have staggered arrangements, CKC was evaluated as 130, 

Mavko and Nur, 1997 
3 215( 0.035)K d  

D is pore size  
Woudberg and Du Plessis, 
2008 
 

2 1/3 2/3 2

4/3

(1 (1 ) )(1 (1 ) )
41.25(1 )

gd
K  

Henderson et al., 2010 
 

( 2)/2

(1 )
K

 

, , are the material dependent fitting 
experimental data 

Yang et al., 2015 
 

1 3
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128 (3 )
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TD  and fD  are fractal dimensions 0L ,A, and max

are the structural parameters 

Xiao et al., 2016 
 

3
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fD is fractal dimension and  fC is porosity 
dependent constant 
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specifically for a porosity of 0.44, and porosity values between 0.4 and 0.88, the inverse 

relationship between porosity and CKC was observed (Gamrat et al., 2007).  

However, as the flow geometry becomes complex, taking Kozeny Carman 

parameter as a constant value may lead to erroneous results. Xu and Yu submitted an 

extended literature review about the various definitions of CKC and permeability 

calculations. Specifically, they derived a new equation in order to calculate KC constant  

which is dependent on the fractal geometry, maximum pore size and the porosity (Xu and 

Yu, 2008). For natural fibers, Rodriguez et al. re-examined KC equation with empirica l ly 

measured permeability values, and according to their conclusion, regardless of the KC 

constant; the empirical coefficients have changed with the specific material type, and the 

data did not fit well in KC equation (Rodriguez et al., 2004). Khabbazi and Bazylak 

derived expressions for two different geometries including arrays of infinite cylinders and 

spheres in order to obtain more accurate KC relation parameters. The results procured via 

LBM showed that using functional expressions of Kozeny Carman parameter by taking 

porosity into account, instead of taking this parameter as a constant value yields more 

accurate permeability result (Khabbazi et al., 2013). Ozgumus and her colleagues 

proposed a relationship between Kozeny-Carman constant and porosity by taking pore-

to-throat size into consideration. They have proven that for a constant porosity and 

hydraulic diameter value, permeability differs due to the discrepancies between pore to 

throat sizes. This conclusion implies the necessity of considering pore to throat size ratio 

when Kozeny Carman equation is used. Results obtained by using suggested equation 

were in good accuracy in terms of estimating permeability values (Ozgumus et al., 2014). 

Xiao et al. reported a function for permeability, and KC Constant for the fibrous materia ls 

with the help analytical solution obtained via fractal model. They indicated that the value 

of Kozeny Carman Constant should vary with geometry of porous medium. Moreover, 

their results also show that for the porosities higher than 0.8, this constant has the value 

of 18. (Xiao et al., 2016) Some of the suggested correlations mentioned above can be 

found in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. The suggested relations for determination of Kozeny Carman constant 

Xu and Yu, 2008 

(3 )/2

(1 )/2

1
36 (1 )

T

T

D

KC D
f

C
C

 

TD is fractal dimension 

fC is the coefficient dependent on TD  

Khabbazi et al., 2013 

0.65420 5.6 3.38KCC  
Staggered parallel fibers 

9.63 0.02KCC  
BCC array of spheres 

Ozgumus et al., 2014 
4 3 2

0 1 2 3 4

4 3 2
0 1 2 3

pt pt pt pt

pt pt pt pt

B
KCC A

A C R C R C R C R C

B D R D R D R D R D

 

Xiao et al., 2016 
(1 )[1 0.41ln(1 )]KCC  

α is a function of fractal dimensions 

2.3. Effect of Throat Size on Permeability 

Evaluation of permeability, solely by looking at the porosity itself could be 

misleading; for instance, the study of Bahga et al. offer an example of a highly porous 

structure with nearly non-existing permeability values. They based the explanation on the 

interconnectivity issues of the material; although a highly porous structure is present, the 

lack of interconnections between the pores has not allowed a flow through the pores 

(Bahga, 2016). Basically, if the pore throat structures are highly tight, then flowing of the 

fluid through the throats becomes nearly impossible due to the surface tension forces 

(Serra, 1984). In such cases, estimation of permeability by measuring porosity does not 

always present decent results, and to prevent any incorrect permeability predictions, pore 

throat size should also be considered together with porosity.  

Micro/nanoscale porous media have rather complicated and tight porous 

structures. Particularly, for the unconventional reservoirs whose large pore dimens ions 

and relatively small throat sizes make them different from the conventional ones, the ratio 

between pore and throat sizes is investigated in detail by several researchers, and some 

attempts have been done for defining pore-to-throat size ratio as a function of porosity.   
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Sui and Xian proposed a model with the parameters which have physical explanations in 

order to investigate water resistance ability of rocks by measuring pressure drop for the 

granular porous media. In their model, pressure drop was defined as a function of both 

porosity, tortuosity, and pore-to-throat size ratio, and pore-to-throat size ratio (Rpt) is 

defined in terms of porosity (Eq. 2.2). They validated the proposed model with the results 

obtained by using Ergun equation with the experimentally measured parameters (Sui and 

Xian, 2009).  

1
1 1PTR  

(2.2) 

In their experimental work, Glover and Déry measured the pore and throat sizes 

for glass bead packs, specifically to observe how streaming potential affected by those 

geometrical aspects. They showed that pore-to-throat size ratio can be defined as a linear 

function of porosity with a coefficient of 1.66 (Eq. 2.3) which is valid for randomly 

distributed monodisperse solids (Glover and Déry,2010). 

1.66 1PTR  (2.3) 

Jin and his colleagues conducted a study for the investigation of water flow in 

pore-throat nanochannels by using LBM. They indicated that, permeability decreases as 

the pore-to-throat size ratio increases, such that, for a constant pore diameter relative 

change in permeability nearly increase by 4-fold, as pore-to-throat size ratio increased 

from 1 to 4. Thus, the effect of pore to throat size ratio should not be ignored for the 

permeability predictions (Jin et al., 2016). Zhang and co-workers investigated the effect 

of pore-throat size on permeability for tight sandstone reservoirs by measuring the pore 

and throat sizes with N2 adsorption method. The measured results yielded to pore-to-

throat size ratio which was between 50 and 500. By that, they included the shape and size 

effect on the permeability analysis quantitatively. (Zhang et al., 2016). Gao and his 

colleagues experimentally measured pore and throat sizes of tight oil reservoirs via rate 

mercury intrusion porosimetry, and the mean pore-to-throat size ratio was reached 

between 86 and 503, due to the characteristic of the tight reservoirs which have extremely 

low throat sizes in comparison to the pore size. The strong relation between pore-to-throat 

size ratio and fluid displacement efficiency is indicated, and for the large values of pore-

to-throat-size ratio, significant reduction in oil recovery can be concluded (Gao et al., 
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2016). Dianshi et al., on the other hand measured the pore-to-throat size ratio in the range 

of 7.5-64 by using the rate controlled porosimetry and nuclear magnetic resonance 

technique for the tight sandstone (Dianshi et al., 2016). In order to find the clay content 

in tight sandstones, another experimental study was realized by Cao and co-workers using 

Mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP) and N2 gas adsorption method which yields 

pore-to-throat size ratio results between 2 and 10 (Cao et al.,2016).  

For flow resistance through porous media, Wu and Yu suggested a new model 

depending on the fractal properties of porous medium. Their suggested model is primarily 

dependent on the pore-to-throat size ratio, fluid characteristics, and the dimensions of 

pore and particles. They validated the resulting model with the experimental results (Wu 

and Yu, 2007). Following this, the proposed fractal model associated with the Ergun 

model was used to analyze flow characteristics in mine water inrush which was affected 

from rock porosity, form of the particle, fractal and particle dimensions, and pore to throat 

size ratio. They concluded that the Wu-fractal model plays a major role on mine water 

inrush in comparison to Ergun equation (Wu et al., 2014).  

2.4. Permeability of Small Scale Porous Medium 

For the macroscopic flow, bulk fluid has a major role on the identification of flow 

characteristics, and the surface effects can be considered negligible. However, as the size 

of the flow domain diminishes, the layer near the surface becomes considerable, and flow 

behavior diverges from continuum. For those types of flows, conventional no-slip 

boundary conditions are not applicable any more. As it was summarized in Section 2.1, 

flow through small scale porous media is a promising topic due to its vast application 

improving based on nanotechnology.  

Due to vast usage of the nanomembranes in several applications, the flow 

characteristics need to be understood for improvements in related areas.  Majumder et al. 

have proved that flow in the Carbon Nano Tube (CNT) membranes is significantly faster 

than what might be predicted by conventional theories, including four to five orders of 

magnitude. Their results explain that the nearly frictionless flow observed at fluid-surface 

interface of CNT. It was also observed that, initial permeability of the flow decreases with 

the decrease in slip length (Majumder et al., 2005;2011). Holt et al., showed the effect of 
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surface of CNT walls on the permeability values for both water and air, by considering 

slip flow (Holt et al.,2006). 

An attempt to include slip flow effects on permeability calculations was made by 

several researchers who specifically concentrated on petrological studies. Javadpour and 

his colleagues measured slip length at a 50  50 μm sample with Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM), and they calculated an apparent liquid permeability as a function of 

viscosity and friction, that was evaluated by stochastic method. Their results showed that 

slip corrected permeability was significantly higher than the intrinsic permeability; hence, 

it was concluded that those slip effects could be the reason of the fluid loss which occurs 

during the hydraulic fracturing (Javadpour et al., 2015). A similar apparent liquid 

permeability derivation has been performed by Appiah et al., and it was shown that the 

discrepancy between the resulting values of apparent liquid permeability and Darcy’s 

permeability increases as the pore diameter decreases, and apparent liquid permeability 

value increases as slip length increases (Appiah et al., 2013). More recently, a 

mathematical model for the determination of liquid permeability of oil flow through 

organic nanopores has been constructed with the help of molecular dynamics simulations. 

The results showed that slip effect may be ignored for systems that have pore radii greater 

than 200 nm (Cui et al., 2017). Effects of liquid slip in nanopore and pore geometry have 

been investigated by Afsharpoor and Javadpour by the aid of CFD simulations. Primarily, 

they have studied channel flow with different cross sections, followed by porous media 

with a pore network model. Their apparent permeability results showed that, as the 

velocity slip increases, deviations on results were found to be growing, based on 

geometrical effects. Also, involvement of slip effect in the model used for permeability 

prediction results in permeability values that are significantly different from the ones that 

have been calculated via Darcy’s equation. Furthermore, this discrepancy between results 

increases as the pore diameter decreases (Afsharpoor and Javadpour, 2016). 

2.5. Micro/Nanoscale Liquid Transport 

Small scale porous media has been widely investigated in several areas 

specifically including petroleum engineering, micro/nano membranes, and Lab-on-a-chip 

devices as discussed previously. Decrease in the flow area makes the continuum 

assumption non-applicable. Hence, in order to understand liquid transport behavior in 
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micro/nanoscale porous medium, non-equilibrium between liquid and solid surface 

should be comprehended. In this sub-section, a brief literature survey about velocity slip 

for liquid transport, and particularly, non-equilibrium surface conditions in terms of 

wettability are exhibited. 

2.5.1. Slip velocity and Slip Length 

Liquid velocity at a boundary presents various conditions among slip, no-slip and 

even stick of multiple molecular layers (Koumoutsakos, 2003). While the velocity stick 

is mostly effective for channels smaller than ten molecular diameter sizes (Xu and Li, 

2007) and, is considered as no-slip for the remaining scales. No-slip condition is common 

for superhydrophilic and rough surfaces. But, many recent technologies employ 

atomisticly smooth boundaries where strong slip develops. The idea about the velocity 

slip was first proposed by Navier (1823). According to the Navier's well known boundary 

conditions, the velocity at the surface vslip, is proportional to shear stress at the wall (Gad 

el Hak, 1999).  

where  is the velocity gradient at the wall, and Ls is the slip length. Slip length 

measures the velocity slip as a fictitious distance at which the velocity extrapolates to the 

value of zero. Slip length is expected to depend on properties of solid and liquid couples 

as well as on the flow dynamics. In literature, research has been focused on the effects of 

interfacial properties (Jabbarzadeh et al., 1998; Barratt and Bocquet, 1999; Bizonne et al., 

2002; Koumoutsakos et al., 2003; Cho et al., 2004; Schmatko et al., 2005; Voronov et al., 

2006,2007; Huang et al., 2007,2008; Sendner et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2012; Sofos et al., 

2013; Zhang and Chen, 2014; Yen, 2015; Yen and Soong, 2016; Alvarado et al., 2016), 

shear rate (Jabbarzadeh et al., 1998; Craig et al., 2001; Choi et al., 2003; Joseph and 

Tabelling, 2005; Li et al., 2014), and channel height (Cheng and Giordano, 2002; Lichter 

et al., 2007; Xu and Li, 2007; Lee et al., 2012) on slip length. The extensive literature 

survey shows that studies about the dependence of slip length on the surface and flow 

properties are widespread, and there is a consensus about the direct relation between slip 

length, liquid/solid interaction energies and shear rate. 

   2.4 
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Conversely, Ls and channel height dependency is not as clear as the conclus ions 

about the dependency on most of the other parameters. For example, some researchers 

claim that slip length is independent of the channel height. Cheng and Giordiano 

developed this conclusion for Poiseuille's flow experiments at scales between 2.7 μm to 

40 μm (Cheng and Giordano, 2002). Similarly, Bizonne et al. concluded that there is no 

relation between slip and the scale of the flow domain in the range of 1 to several hundreds 

of nanometers (Bizonne et al, 2005). Recently, Ghorbanian and Beskok presented the 

variation of slip length by surface properties while it remained constant for a certain 

liquid/solid couple at any size of confinement (Ghorbanian and Beskok, 2016), For such 

a case, the ratio of the constant slip length of a given liquid/surface couple with the 

corresponding flow height can provide a prediction of slip effects onto liquid flow inside 

different size conduits. Also, known as slip coefficient (β), the slip length non-

dimensionalized with channel height can be utilized to calculate micro/nanoscale effects 

into the NS solution as a function of confinement’s size. While the slip length remains 

constant, an increase of channel height decreases the slip effects and flow conditions 

approaches to no-slip continuum solution. Thus, the contribution of velocity slip to liquid 

transport can be characterized by slip coefficient calculated at the conduit size. 

On the other hand, there are also studies presenting variation of slip length per the 

change of the confinement size (Lichter et al., 2007). Multiple studies on water flow in 

carbon nano tube (CNT) showed that an increase in CNT diameter decreases the slip 

length gradually (Thomas et al., 2010; Suk and Aluru, 2013; Yasuoka et al., 2015).  In 

that case, the NS solution was complicated since the normalized NS solution based on 

dynamic similarity is impossible. Instead, any slip coefficient required for the NS solution 

of a certain confinement height should be calculated based on the slip length of the 

corresponding size. In this case, models developed for the variation of slip length with 

the channel height (Yang and Zheng, 2010) can be useful for NS based theoretical 

solutions. For example, one can utilize the models developed by Suk and Aluru as 

Ls=0.205+0.1517/R (nm) (Suk and Aluru, 2013), or by Thomas et al. as Ls=30+44/R3 

(nm) (Thomas et al., 2010) where R is the nanotube radius. While presenting an 

exponential increase in slip length with increase of channel height at very small scales, 

these studies also show that the slip length converges to a constant value and becomes 

independent to channel height for confinement sizes bigger than ~10 nm. Hence, the idea 

of using slip coefficient to incorporate slip effects as a function of conduit size can be 

valid for channels as small as 10 nm. 
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In summary, numerous reported slip lengths for different liquid/solid couples at 

various conditions exist. Despite the existing attempts to develop a theoretical slip model 

for liquid flows, there is no generally accepted conclusion. At this point, our preliminary 

target is to determine a physical range of slip length and slip coefficient from existing 

systems studied in literature. A diverse amount of studies on direct or indirect 

measurements of slip length are summarized in  al., 2005). 

Table 2.4 which presents the measured slip length values, corresponding 

characteristic lengths of conduits and resulted slip coefficients. Slip lengths as high as 

400 μm (Lee and Kim, 2009) can be observed from the tabulated results. Assuming that 

the slip length is only defined by surface/liquid couple and remains constant, the slip 

coefficient value could be negligible in a ten-meter tube while a ten-nanometer tube will 

create a slip coefficient on the order of 104. In addition to this perspective, it was 

attempted to determine the highest value for a slip coefficient directly from published 

values. Similar slip coefficient ranges as high as 104 were observed (Majumder et al., 

2005). 

Table 2.4. Summary of the slip lengths and the slip coefficient (β) based on corresponding 
conduit sizes from the literature. 

Reference 
Channel 
Height  
(nm) 

Tube 
Diameter 

(nm) 

Slip 
Length 

(nm) 
β Solid/Liquid 

Material 

Tretheway and Meinhart, 
2002 3 104  1000 0.033 OTS/ DI 

Water 

Choi et al., 2003 103 -
2 103  30 0.03-

0.015 
OTS/ DI 
Water 

Koumoutsakos et al. 
2003  4.72-4.50 63-31 13.34-

6.88 
Graphite/ 

Water 

Ou et al., 2004 127 103  103-
21 103 

0.008-
0.16 Silicon/ Water 

Kassinos, 2004  
5.424 18 3.31 

CNT/ Water 2.712 10 3.68 
4.068 12 3.44 

Majumder et al., 2005  7 39 103 5571 MWCNT/ 
Water 68 103 9714 

Chun and Lee, 2005 106  6 103-
8 103 

6 10-3-
8 10-3 PDMS/ Water 

Joseph and Tabelling, 
2005 105  <100 <10-3 PDMS/ DI 

Water 

Cao et al., 2006 10.2  7.9 0.77 Platinum/ 
Argon 

    (cont. on next page) 
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Table 2.4. (cont.) 

Holt et al., 2006  

15 
 

5.1 
 

0.34 
 

Polycarbonate/ 
Water 

1.6 140-
1400 87.5-875 DWNT/ Water 

Cao et al., 2006 10.2  7.9 0.77 Platinum/ 
Argon 

Choi et al., 2006 3 103  100-200 0.033-
0.066 Silicon/Water 

Huang and Breuer, 2007 5 104  100 2 10-3 PDMS/ DI 
Water 

Lichter et al., 2007 0.14  0.44 3.14 FCC Surface/  
n-decane 1.4 1.96 1.4 

Byun et al., 2008 2 105  2 103 0.01 PDMS/ Water 
Thomas and 
McGaughey,2008  1.66-4.99 30 18.07-

6.01 
Graphene/ 

Water 

Martini et al., 2008 3  2-22.0 0.17-1.83 

FCC 
Representative 

Surface/  
n-decane 

Whitby et al., 2008  44 26-35 0.6-0.8 CNT/ Water 

Thomas et al., 2010  1.5-5 115-30 6-76.6 Graphene/ 
Water 

Falk et al., 2010  1 500 500 CNT/ Water 7 120 17.14 

Qin et al., 2011  0.81 53 65.43 CNT/ Water 1.59 8 5.03 

Majumder et al., 2011  34 103-
126 103 53.3 

1.56 10-

3-
4.23 10-4 

CNT/ Water 

Groombridge et al., 2011  

3 1.325-
1.231 0.44-0.41 

CNT/ Water 

4 1.069-
1.151 0.27-0.29 

6 1.018-
1.097 0.17-0.18 

9 1.087-
1.072 0.12 

12 1.207-
1.222 0.1-0.102 

Roy et al., 2013 30-2 105  0-103 0.005-
33.3 

FCC 
Representative 
Surface/ Water 

Li et al., 2014 100  3.66 0.01 Silicon/ DI 
Water 

Rogers and Wirth, 2012 15-800  63 4.2-0.078 

Silica 
Colloidal 
Crystalls/ 

Water 

*OTS: Octadecyltrichlorosilane, DI: Deionized, MWCNT: Multiwalled CNT, DWNT: Double 
walled CNT, PDMS: Polydimethylsiloxane 
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2.5.2. Effect of Wettability 

Overall, the micro/nano-scale non-equilibrium liquid dynamics can be taken into 

consideration using velocity slip in NS solution for confinement bigger than certain sizes 

(~50 nm). However, velocity slip values cannot simply be calculated by any theory; 

instead these conditions should be measured either by experiments or molecular 

simulations specifically for corresponding liquid/solid couples; but this is very 

challenging and perhaps, unfeasible. On the other hand, as the momentum and thermal 

exchange coupling between liquid and solid is a direct function of interfacial energy, slip 

and jump conditions can be expressed by surface wetting phenomena and may be simply 

predicted by contact angle (θ) measurements.  

The angle at a liquid–vapor–solid interface is known as the contact angle and can 

be utilized to qualitatively measure surface wetting. When a drop of liquid is on a solid 

surface, it may remain as a spherical drop or spread to cover the solid surface. 

Specifically, wetting occurs when the contact angle is less than 90°, while the liquid does 

not wet the surface for contact angle values greater than 90°. For such a case, water/solid 

interactions are classified as hydrophilic if the contact angle is less than 90°, hydrophobic 

if the contact angle is greater than 90° and super-hydrophobic if the contact angle is 

greater than 150° (Yeh et al., 2009). Frequently, the relationship between the contact 

angle, liquid surface tension, liquid/solid interfacial energy and solid free surface energy 

is defined by Young's equation. However, other surface properties exist, in addition to 

the contact angle and, need to be considered to determine interaction of liquid with solid 

surface and wetting behavior. For instance, the surface morphology, also called 

roughness, is one of the major properties to determine wetting. Wetting of a rough surface 

can be homogeneous if the liquid fills in the surface roughness or can be heterogeneous 

if the liquid stays on top of the surface grooves, which are filled with air. For this reason, 

measured contact angles cannot be correlated with interface tensions using Young’s 

equation. Instead, Wenzel’s model should be employed for homogenous wetting, while 

the Cassie–Baxter model is applicable for heterogeneous wetting of non-flat or 

composite/textured surfaces. 

Multiple researchers investigated the effect of wettability on velocity slip 

conditions. Overall, the hydrophilic surfaces were found to develop no-slip and no-jump 

boundary conditions while the hydrophobicity prevails the slip behavior (Cho et al., 2004; 
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Majumder et al., 2005; Joseph and Tabelling, 2005; Lauga et al., 2005; Neto et al., 2005; 

Cao et al., 2006; Joseph et al., 2006; Voronov et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2008; Kou & Bai, 

2011; Maali and Bhushan, 2012; Roy et al., 2013; Maynes et al., 2013; Enright et al., 

2014). However, correlating slip to wetting is not an easy task. For such a case, Huang et 

al.'s study is one of the first attempts to model slip and jump conditions in terms of wetting 

as a function of contact angle (Huang et al., 2008). Their correlation was based on the 

relationship between slip length and the solid-liquid friction coefficient which was 

estimated by the force autocorrelation function of the Green-Kubo formulation for the 

total lateral force acting on the surface. Hence, the fluid-solid interaction was associated 

to the mean squared interaction force related to the square of fluid/solid interaction energy 

parameter. Similarly, the Laplace estimate of the interfacial tensions is related to the 

liquid/solid interaction energy in that combining these in Young’s equation portrays the 

relationship between slip length and contact angle (θ) as, 

 (2.5) 
 

Huang et al. performed an extended MD study to measure both contact angle and 

slip velocities of surfaces at various interaction strength and conditions. While the results 

showed very similar behavior with Equation (2.5), Sendner et al. carried this discussion 

further by critiquing the limits of 1+cosθ term and they proposed Equation (2.6) (Sendner 

et al., 2009). 

 (2.6) 

Table 2.5. Summary of slip length measurements with corresponding contact angle 
values. 

Study Label 
Contact Angle 

(o) 

Slip Length 

(nm) 

Solid/Liquid 

Material 

Sendner et al., 

2009 

S1 48-155 0.49-23.82 Diamond/ water 

S2 81.26-143.91 0.82-9.95 
Different 

roughness levels 

of carbon/ Water 

S3 77.68-139.42 0.56-7.35 

S4 58.05-138.45 0.28-6.6 

S5 91.73-140.88 0.24-4.80 

(cont. on next page) 
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Table 2.5. (cont.) 

Yen, 2015 

Y1 89.9-150.28 0.52-8.75 
Si (100) / Water 

Y2 90.76-150 0.25-3.14 

    

Y3 91.5-116.94 0.37-0.43 
Graphite/ Water 

Y4 91.73-116.84 1.44-1.19 

Alvarado et al., 

2016 

A1 152-61.65 4.03-0.08 Si (111)/ Water 

A2 147.37-60 1.26-0.022 Si (100)/ Water 

Yen and 

Soong, 2016 

YS1 84.108-98.73 0.36-0.14 Si (100)/ Water 

YS2 113.49-96.30 2.25-0.75 

Graphite/ Water YS3 114.36-107.54 2.44-1.12 

YS4 101.04-113.83 2.85-1.98 

Equation (2.5) and (2.6) were tested for various liquid solid cases by mult ip le 

researchers. Yen and Soong studied the relationship between slip length and contact angle 

for Si (100) and graphite that their results suggested that Huang’s findings were only valid 

for the Cassie-like state (Yen and Soong, 2016). The interactions of water with Si (100) 

and Si (111) also studied by Alvarado et al. where results showed a slightly better match 

with Equation (2.5) than Equation (2.6) while the slip lengths were strongly dependent 

on the solid surface molecular density and resulted depletion length (Alvarado et al., 

2016). Sokhan et al. and Koumoutsakos also identified the dominant effect of solid 

density on slip length (Sokhan et al., 2001; Koumoutsakos, 2003). Voronov et al. studied 

the effect of molecular size on the slip length and wettability that slip length was found 

to increase and contact angle to decrease as the molecular diameter for hydrophobic 

surfaces increased (Voronov et al., 2006, 2007). Effects of liquid polarity were studied 

by Cho et al and Equation (2.5) was found valid for non-polar liquids while wettability 

was not found to play an important role on the slip length variation of polar liquid s; 

instead, dipole moments were dominant on slip behavior (Cho et al., 2004). The range of 

wetting angle and corresponding slip measurements from literature. are tabulated in Table 

2.5 which summarizes the published contact angle and slip length ranges measured on 

different solid/liquid couples while the Figure 2.1 presents available data points. 
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Proposed relationships given in Equations (2.5) and (2.6) to all data from a variety 

of different sources and cases were applied. Even though both models cannot calculate 

the results of a specific case, the overall behavior between slip length and contact angle 

can be predicted by these models fairly well. Based on existing data, Equation (2.5) shows 

a better fit in hydrophilic range (θ≤ 90) and Equation (2.6) explains behavior in 

hydrophobic region (θ≥ 90) better. 

 
Figure 2.1. Slip length values measured at different wetting conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 
 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

3.1. Volume Average Method and Pore Scale Method 

Porous media contain solid structures and the voids between these structures where 

fluid flow occurs. The solid structures can be homogeneously or heterogeneous ly 

distributed in the porous medium. Generally, heterogeneous distribution is mostly seen 

in both natural porous structures and most of the applications. This complex structure of 

porous media causes difficulties in the characterization of fluid flow through the pores. 

There are two major approaches to determine the velocity, pressure and temperature 

distribution of porous medium: microscopic and macroscopic approaches. 

In the microscopic approach, continuity, momentum, and energy equations are 

solved in the voids between solid structures considering three-dimensional flow in the 

porous medium. With this method, accurate velocity, pressure and temperature 

distributions are obtained. For a specified porous structure, the continuity and momentum 

equations for an incompressible, Newtonian fluid flow which has constant thermo -

physical properties are written in Equation (3.1) and (3.2) 

 . 0u 0  (3.1) 
 

 2( )f f f
u u u p u
t

(u 2) u) f) p) f)  (3.2) 

Where  is the velocity vector, p is pressure,   and  are the density and dynamic 

viscosity of the fluid, respectively. Although this method provides very sensitive results, 

the applicability of the method, especially for the disordered porous media, is highly 

difficult and time consuming as well. 

As an easier solution method, macroscopic approach is developed by researchers in 

order to obtain velocity, pressure, and temperature field of studied porous medium. Here, 

the flow is assumed as one directional, the continuity and momentum equations are solved 

in the continuum domain rather than pore scale. The continuum domain includes whole 
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volume without consideration of the interruption on the flow caused by solid structures. 

The fluid flow in the porous domain is analyzed by conducting volume average 

techniques.  

 
Figure 3.1. Microscopic control volume in a porous structure 

(Source: Mobedi et al., 2015) 
 

Taking volume average of any quantity over a control volume is provided as; 

 
1

V
dV

V
 (3.3) 

  

Here, V denotes the volume of specified control volume. With volume averaging method 

shown in Equation (3.3), macroscopic velocity is obtained in Equation (3.4). 

 
1

V
u u dV

V
1u u dV1  (3.4) 

   

In order to obtain average value of any one phase, intrinsic averaging can be used. The 

intrinsic averaging is shown in Equation (3.5), for pore velocity evaluation. 

 
1

f

f

V
f

u u dV
V
1fu u dV1f

 (3.5) 

Where, Vf represents pore volume. By that, macroscopic continuity and momentum 

equations can be obtained by volume averaging as follows; 

 . 0u 0  (3.6) 
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2

2
1/2

1 1 .f

f f f
f

u
u u

t

Cp u u u u
K K

1 u u.

f C u uf/
ffu uuf

 (3.7) 

In the equation above, uu  represents local average velocity, and fp  denotes 

intrinsic pressure of the fluid phase flowing through the porous medium. The terms on 

the left-hand side are the convective inertia terms. Second, third, and fourth terms in the 

equations identified as Brinkman, Darcy, and Forchheimer terms, respectively 

(Nakayama, 1995). In the same order, these terms explain boundary friction, porous 

viscous, and porous inertia in the flow field. In the volume averaged transport equation, 

there are some additional terms which are not observed in the pore scale governing 

equations exist. In Equation (3.7), K and C terms are two of those so-called VAM 

transport parameters, and they are denoted as permeability and Forchheimer coefficients, 

respectively. For the evaluation of volume-averaged values of pressure and velocity 

fields, K and C values are required. Since this study was focused on transport of flow 

with low Re numbers, porous inertia was neglected and hence, Forchheimer coeffic ient 

was not used. Another VAM parameter, Darcy motion equation will be explained in the 

following paragraphs.

3.2. Darcy and Kozeny-Carman Equations 

Henry Darcy investigated the proportionality between macroscopic velocity and 

pressure drop as an outcome of his experiment which concentrated on the water filtra t ion 

through sands. Another observation that Darcy presented is that there is an inverse 

relation between the macroscopic velocity and fluid viscosity. Basically, this relation 

became Darcy’s Law, and has been used in permeability predictions since its discovery. 

Darcy’s Law can be found in equation (3.8). Here, the proportionality constant K, is called 

as permeability which is effected from the change in microstructures of solid matrix, 

whereas it is independent of the fluid properties (Nakayama, 1995). It is important to note 

that, in order to use Darcy’s Law for the evaluation of velocity, first, Re number of the 

flow should be checked since Darcy’s Law is only applicable in low Re region due to 

non-consideration of the viscous effects. 
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f

f

d pKu
dx

 (3.8) 

Accurate estimation of Darcy velocity is only possible by knowing corresponding 

permeability values of porous medium, and the most appropriate way to estimate 

permeability values can be achieved by using Kozeny Carman equations. In addition to 

the information that has been given in the introduction section, the derivation is going to 

be explained in the following paragraphs. 

Kozeny performed his study for a system which includes several parallel cylinders 

which flow through in it. Hence, as a starting point, the average velocity for Hagen-

Poiseuille flow in a channel with diameter of dt can be written as: 

 21
32

f
f

t

d p
u d

dx
 (3.9) 

Combination of Hagen-Poiseuille flow equation in channel flow with Darcy’s 

Law,permeability value of corresponding flow can be written as follows; 

2 / 32tK d  (3.10) 

Additional to these, if the tortuosity concept included into the Equation (3.10), the 

related equation becomes;  

2

32
tdK  (3.11) 

where the term τ is tortuosity which can be explained as the ratio between actual path that 

fluid flows in the porous media and the path where the fluid is thought as flow in the 

straight domain in the absence of interruptions caused by solid matrix in porous media.  

Kozeny’ proposed equation which gives permeability results then re-considered 

by Carman. Next, Kozeny-Carman equation (Equation (3.11)) is identified which has 

been specifically focused on packed bed of spheres and yields permeability results for 

specified geometry. 

2

16
h

KC

dK
C  (3.12) 
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Here, dh   is the pore hydraulic diameter of the porous medium which can be found as; 

 
0

4
(1 )hd

A
 (3.13) 

where A0 is the ratio of the fluid-solid interfacial area to the solid volume. The term which 

was denoted as CKC in equation (3.12) is called as Kozeny Carman Constant which 

includes the effects of flow path, particle shape and their connections (i.e., tortuosity and 

shape effects). The value of Kozeny Carman Constants was first proposed as 5. For 

spherical particles, the Kozeny- Carman equation can be re-considered based on the idea 

of hydraulic diameter as follows; 

 
3

2
2

1
36 (1 )KC

K d
C

 (3.14) 

where d is the diameter of the spheres. The proposed model based on one-dimensional 

flow can be updated for two or three-dimensional cylinders as it was shown in Equation 

(3.14). 

   
3

2
2

1
16 (1 )KC

K d
C

 (3.15) 

where d is the diameter of the cylinders. 

As mentioned before, permeability can be measured experimentally. However, this 

is both time consuming and costly way to estimate permeability. A more convenient way 

to predict permeability is using the volume average approach to the microscopic 

equations. 

3.3. Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions for Determination 
of Permeability 

In this study, water is chosen as a Newtonian and incompressible working fluid with 

constant thermo-physical properties. The flow in the pores is presumed as steady, and 

laminar with Re<1 in order to provide the flow in Darcy region. Specifically, the density 

and viscosity values for water flow was taken as 1000 kg/m3, 8.9 10-4 Pa.s, respectively. 

Here, the fluid flowing is assumed as through the square rods and based on this, idea for 

performing a solution via volume average approach, a representative elementary volume  
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where the fluid flow is analyzed and illustrated in Figure 3.2. In the enlarged version 

which specifically represents REV bounded by the dashed lines, the terms D and H 

indicates pore diameter and the distance between the center of the pores.  For this system, 

the steady form of the continuity and momentum equations are analyzed in order to obtain 

velocity and pressure field in the pores of considered REV. 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic view of the considered porous media, and REV which drawn 
with the dashed lines (right). 

 

Permeability of considered porous media can be evaluated by investigating the 

microscopic governing equations. Velocity and pressure distributions in the pores can be 

obtained via the solution of continuity and momentum equations, respectively. With the 

assumptions indicated above, the continuity and momentum equations for the flow in the 

rectangular coordinates can be written as follows; 

 0u v
x y

 (3.16) 

 
2 2

2 2

1
ρ

u u pu v
x y x x y

u u  (3.17) 

 
2 2

2 2

1
ρ

v v pu v
x y y x y

v v  (3.18) 

In the equations above, u is the velocity component in x direction, and v is the velocity 

component in the y direction. Also, the terms of p, ρ, and ν denote pressure, density, and 

kinematic viscosity, respectively.  

 The flow is taken as unidirectional in the x direction, due to consideration of the 

symmetry with respect to x,y directions, and additionally xy, and yx diagonals. In order 

to obtain permeability values of the considered porous medium, the continuity and 

Flow
direction

x

y

D

H

H

D
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momentum equations are solved with the boundary conditions which are given in the Eqs. 

(3.19-3.22). 

On solid walls:  

 
(3.19) 

For inlet boundary: (0, ) ( ), (0, y) 0u y f y v  (3.20) 
   
For outlet boundary: ( , ) ( , ) 0u H y v H y

x x
 (3.21) 

Symmetrical boundary 
conditions: 0u v

y y
 

 

(3.22) 

As a next step, calculations of Darcy velocity and pressure gradient in x direction 

for the flow in half section of the considered porous medium are shown in below.  

 
/2

2 0 0

2 H H

fu u dx dy
H

 (3.23) 
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d p
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 (3.24) 

For this study, permeability tensor becomes as follows; 

 
,

,

01
0

f f xx

f yyf

p
u K x

pKv
y

 (3.25) 

It should be noted that, in the current study ,f xxK and ,f yyK  have the same value 

since the solution was performed in the symmetrical porous media. 

Darcy Law can also be converted into the non-dimensional form as follows, 

2

2 Re
fd pH H

dx Ku
 (3.26) 

Where Re number can be defined as; 

Re
u H  

(3.27) 
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The left-hand side of Eq. (3.26) represents the macroscopic pressure drop, while 

the right-hand side is the reciprocal of the dimensionless permeability. It is clear that, 

there is a linear relation between the inverse of the non-dimensional permeability and 

pressure drop. This is valid for the Darcy region, since the permeability is only affected 

by the structural properties and flow and fluid characteristics do not have a significant 

role on the permeability.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

 SOLUTION METHOD 

In this chapter, the numerical solution mehod performed to solve governing 

equations with related boundary conditions is clarified. The iterative method used for 

obtaining periodical boundary conditions is explained. Computational steps for obtaining 

solution of REV is given. At the end of this chapter, numerical computations of the 

velocity profile and pressure drop values are exhibited with the mesh independency result.  

4.1. Numerical Procedure 

The solution of continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are obtained via 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations that use Finite Element Method. All 

studies are performed with Reynolds number smaller than 1, in order to study within 

Darcy region. Numerical computations are carried out iteratively to obtain periodical fluid 

flow boundary conditions. First of all, constant flow velocity is assumed as the inlet 

velocity. Governing equations are solved by the aid of this assumption and a velocity 

profile is obtained at the outlet. Resultant outlet velocity profile of the first computationa l 

run is given as the inlet velocity of the second run and computations are performed once 

more. By using this iterative procedure, a fully developed velocity profile is obtained, 

when the inlet and outlet velocity profiles are exactly matched and, periodical flow 

boundary conditions are provided. 

4.2. Computational Details 

As stated previously, computations were carried out with the periodical flow 

boundary conditions. In the REV, during the solution of governing equations, Finite 

Element Method was employed.  The number, distribution, and the shape of the 

computational elements are crucial when using finite element method. Optimum mesh 

case was selected by performing mesh independency test. Through this search, mesh 
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density which is a factor that indicates the total number of computational units per 

computational domain was used. Different mesh densities were selected and the mesh 

dependency of the results were compared. These results are presented in the next chapter.  

In order to manage discretization of the momentum equation, the selection for 

discretization was done as 3rd power for velocity, and 2nd power of pressure. (Shape 

function of velocity and pressure fields were selected as 3rd and 2nd power, respective ly.) 

As a convergence criterion, relative error was fixed as 10-7 for the evaluation of flow 

parameters. 

4.3. Mesh Independency Tests 

 

Figure 4.1. Variation of the (a) velocity profile, (b) enlarged view of the velocity profile 
at the specific location in y direction, (c) evaluated pressure drop values with 
different mesh densities (d) dimensionless permeability with different mesh 
densities. 

In order to provide mesh independency, the model was computed in several mesh 

sizes, and the optimum mesh size was selected when the error between consecutive mesh 

results has converged zero. The mesh size was optimized by considering both the 

accuracy of the permeability results and minimum CPU usage. Figure 4.1 represents the 

velocity profile, pressure difference between inlet and outlet conditions, and 
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dimensionless permeability values that were obtained in different mesh density values 

where ε=0.4, Rpt=4 and Ls=50 nm. As shown in Figure 4.1, there is no longer change 

between the results of mesh densities of 2.06 #/m2 and 2.66#/m2.  Hence, the optimal 

mesh density of 2.06 #/m2 was selected to be used for all computations in this study. 

Considering the consistency between mesh densities of 2.06 #/m2 and 1.57 #/m2, 1.57#/m2 

could have also thought to be used as the optimal size. Nevertheless, pressure 

distributions have shown obvious fluctuation for mesh density was equal to 1.57#/m2. 

Therefore, by taking these into consideration, the mesh density was chosen to be 2.06 by 

performing the numerical computations. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the results of permeability calculations at different pore-to-throat 

size ratios (Rpt) and at different slip conditions are presented. First, the validation of 

results is done by comparing them with the published studies. Next, non-continuum 

effects in the micro/nano pores for the liquid flow is represented in terms slip length and 

discussed in detail. Finally, the extended form of Kozeny-Carman (KC) relation is 

proposed as a function of porosity (ε), pore-to-throat size ratio (Rpt) and slip length (Ls). 

5.1.  Calculations of Permeability 

For the investigation of the geometrical effects on the transport behavior in the 

considered porous media, varying pore-to-throat size ratios (Rpt) are used. At this point, 

identifying the exact definition of Rpt is required. With this aim, REV is re-drawn with 

the corresponding size parameters in Figure 5.1. Here, the terms of a and b represent the 

dimensions of the solid particle in y and x directions, respectively. If Rpt is identified as 

the ratio between pore size and the throat size, then the terminological notation becomes 

as follows; 

 (5.1) 

 

The sketch located in the right side of the Figure 5.1 shows the computationa l 

domain. Due to the symmetrical boundary conditions, all computations are held by taking 

the half of the REV. It is important to note that, height of the computational domain is 

taken as 400 nm by considering the possible throat sizes where non-equilibrium behavior 

can be contributed as a slip boundary conditions.  
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Figure 5.1. Representation of computational domain with geometrical notations. 
 

 In order to evaluate velocity of the flow, by using Darcy’s Law for permeability 

calculations, first of all, applicability of Darcy Law should be checked prior to starting 

the calculation procedure. As it was stated in Darcy’s Law, due to the neglect of inertia l 

terms for the small values of Reynolds (Re) number (specifically when Re<1), non-

dimensional pressure drop values remain constant. For checking the applicability of 

Darcy’s Law, non-dimensional pressure drop values versus varying Reynolds numbers 

are drawn for a constant porosity value of 0.4, and the resulting plot was presented in 

Figure 5.2 in the presence of both slip and no slip flow cases. It was observed that, non-

dimensional pressure drop values do not change no matter what value Re number takes 

between 0 and 3, and with this result, the applicability of Darcy Law is proved. It is 

important to note that, the applicability of Darcy’s Law for small Re number values is 

already proven by numerous times for the no slip flow cases. However, with the help of 

this figure it can be shown that, Darcy Law can also be used for the permeability 

calculation in the slip flow region. 

 
Figure 5.2. The change in the non-dimensional pressure drop values with respect to 

Reynolds number for both slip and no slip flow cases. 
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After assuring the applicability of Darcy’s Law, the permeability values are 

calculated as follows. Firstly, for a specified Re number (Eq. 3.27), an inlet velocity value 

is calculated and this velocity is defined as an inlet velocity value for the first simula t ion 

run at CFD software. After solving the governing equations with the corresponding 

boundary conditions, the outlet velocity is computed by the aid of the computer 

simulation. The outlet velocity profile of first run is used as the inlet boundary condition 

for the second run, and problem is solved again. With the help of this iterative procedure, 

fully developed velocity profile is obtained when the inlet and outlet velocity profiles 

becomes uniform. When the fully developed velocity profile has been achieved, the 

velocity, inlet and outlet pressure profiles are extracted. This outlet velocity profile is 

composed of velocity values that have been computed at each point that have been 

specified by mesh along the throats. Those velocity values are averaged, and with this 

mean value of the velocity, Darcy velocity was calculated, using Eq. 3.23. Similarly, the 

average inlet and outlet pressure values are used to define pressure drop in the specified 

domain. Finally, permeability values are calculated by using Darcy Law (Eq. 3.8). 

Validation of the current numerical model is done with the help of existing literature. For 

different porosities, permeability values are calculated for a REV having pores with a 

unity aspect ratio which means the squares in the REV with the same dimension (for the 

case that a=b in Figure 5.1).  Different porosity values varying between 0.1 and 0.9 for a 

constant aspect ratio is equal to 1 can be observed visually better with the help of Figure 

5.3. Then, dimensionless permeability values are obtained by solving the governing 

equations with no slip boundary conditions in order to make comparison between the 

results of existing studies performed by Ozgumus et al (Ozgumus et al., 2014) and Saada 

et al (Saada et al., 2006). The current study was modelled through liquid flow, different 

than the existing works where gas was used as working fluid. However, using the previous 

studies to base the validations on would not be wrong since Darcy’s law does not specify 

what kind of fluid should be assigned. As shown in Figure 5.4., outcomes that have been 

obtained for the present work and results adapted from aforementioned studies are in good 

agreement. 

In addition, results based on the solution with the presence of 50 nm slip length 

are also represented to show the non-equilibrium effects in terms of slip length on 

permeability. As shown in Figure 5.4, non-dimensional permeability values in the 

presence of liquid slip are found to be higher than the ones obtained from no slip flow 

case. This result is even more prominent for lower porosity values since they possess 
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more fluid surface interactions which make small scale effects more dominant. This 

finding will be further discussed in detail with different values of slip length, by the 

variation of different geometrical parameters such as different values of porosity and Rpt. 

(a) (b) (c) 

    
(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

  
 

 

Figure 5.3. Representation of REV when aspect ratio is equal to 1 with different 
porosities of (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.3, (d) 0.4, (e) 0.5, (f) 0.6, (g) 0.7, (h) 0.8, 
and (i) 0.9 
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Figure 5.4. Validated results of dimensionless permeability values with reference 
studies 

 Characterization of porous media only by taking porosity into consideration is not 

a completely correct approach and other geometrical effects should be well investigated 

for the correct predictions of permeability values. Although the relationship between 

permeability and porosity is well documented, the geometrical effects of porous media 

have remained almost unstudied. The results exhibited in Figure 5.5 emphasize the 

importance of the throat size which is one of the major geometrical parameters to be 

considered. In this study, the effect of throat size is investigated by considering the pore-

to-throat size ratio (Rpt) as a parameter. In Figure 5.5, effects of different Rpt values on 

the main flow are represented by the aid of the pressure contours and streamlines with the 

slip effects.  Here, the pressure values are normalized with the corresponding inlet 

pressure distribution for no slip and slip conditions individually. The results that have 

been gathered for a constant porosity of 0.4, are presented from top to the bottom with 

respect to three different Rpt values as 10, 6.66, and 3.39. No slip condition, and slip 

conditions with the slip length (Ls) values of 5 nm and 50 nm are represented from left to 

right.  As clearly seen, for a constant porosity value, the behavior of the flow varies in 

accordance with the change in the Rpt. In the highest Rpt value of 10, the pressure values 

show a drastic decrease along to pore as the contours exhibit a sudden color change from 

red to blue, due to the less connectivity between the pores. Whereas, as the Rpt is decreased 

down to 3.39, the pressure values decrease gradually since the flow domain resembles a 

channel geometry. Also, as it can be understood by looking at the streamlines, the main 

flow tends to diverge perpendicularly from the longitudinal direction. Diffe rent 
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connectivity between pores and resultant different values of Rpt yields to secondary flow 

formation inside pores. Moreover, slip condition also influences the number and patterns 

of secondary flows, especially for lower Rpt values. For instance, for Rpt of 3.39, no slip 

and 5 nm slip conditions undergo two pieces of secondary flow patterns, whereas slip 

length increases to 50nm, the number of secondary flows diminish to 1. As the value of 

Rpt decreases for both slip and no-slip cases, the fluid tends to flow in more straight-

forward streamlines, instead of diverging into vertical pore connections, which means the 

flow in the porous media resembles the flow in the straight channel flow. Additiona l ly, 

the sudden pressure drops encountered at the corners are more considerable for the small 

values of Rpt. Although this sudden pressure changes are present at both no slip and slip 

conditions, it is most observable in highest slip length case. Regarding these results 

gathered, it can be claimed that, the effect of pore to throat size ratio on flow field is 

significant, especially for the flow with slip boundary condition. These observations 

prove that not only porosity, but the changes in the Rpt are also effective for the 

characterizing the flow in the porous media.
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Figure 5.5. Pressure contours and streamlines of REV for a constant porosity of 0.4 and 

with different Rpt and slip conditions. 
 

For a further investigation of slip effects on the flow, velocity profiles are drawn 

with different slip lengths and varying Rpt values with the help of velocity contours, and 

represented in Figure 5.6. Here, the result are obtained for a previously specified porosity 

values as 0.4, and Rpt values as 10, 6.66, and 3.39. The velocity values are normalized 

with the mean velocity of each case individually. The mean velocity value is found as 

very similar for the all cases between (a)-(f). For a better observation of the velocity 

contours, the velocity contours are drawn in the color scale range of 0 to 1.5 which is the 

value of for no slip case in the highest Rpt value. For the no slip condition, 

velocity gradient through the porous medium gradually becomes linear as the ratio 

between pore to throat sizes decreases. When this ratio increases, flow velocity in the 
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longitudinal direction significantly decreases at the throat passages. The non-zero 

velocity values at the pore surfaces were first examined for the case with 5 nm slip length, 

then with 50 nm slip length which procures more observable velocity slip in comparison 

to a lower slip length value. This means that, the increase in slip length from 5 nm to 50 

nm yields to a substantial decrease of velocity gradient in the pore surface. Also, 

specifically for low Rpt values, as the slip length increases, the flow behaves as a plug-

like flow, with a more uniform gradient distribution. From a local perspective, the figure 

helps to explain how the varying slip lengths affect the velocity gradients through the 

flow domain qualitatively. In the following sections, the results will be quantitative ly 

compared considering the permeability values.   

 

 

Figure 5.6. Representation of velocity profile with contours by comparing no slip and slip 
conditions with 5 nm and 50 slip length results for a constant porosity of 0.4 
and different values of Rpt and Ls. 
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Variations in the flow in pores are represented in Figure 5.7. for a constant Rpt 

with respect to varying porosities of REVs. Here, in order to study with a broad range of 

porosity, pore to throat size ratio is selected as 4. For the selected pore to throat size ratio, 

the calculated porosity values of 0.32, 0.4, 0.54, and 0.7 are used and the corresponding 

results are placed from top to the bottom, respectively. In this figure, how non-

equilibrium behavior affects the fluid flow can be revealed by comparing results obtained 

with no slip and slip boundary conditions. For providing consistency between the range 

of pressure drop for each case, pressure values are normalized by dividing them to the 

corresponding inlet pressure values of the specific case. For a given Rpt value, increase 

in the porosity causes a decrease in the pressure drop in the specified domain. The 

magnitude of the decrease is found to be considerably high in the no slip case. For no 

slip, and slip flow with 5nm and 50 nm slip length cases, highest values of pressure drop 

are observed for the lowest porosity of representative elementary volume as 0.32. 

Although this conclusion is valid for all cases, as the effect of slip becomes considerable, 

change in porosity does not affect the pressure drop as significantly high as occurs in the 

no slip case. Basically, in the case of 50 nm slip length, a slight difference on the pressure 

drop with respect to the porosity change exists. This result is visually supported in Figure 

5 (c,f,i, and l) by overlooking at the pressure contours for different porosity values with 

50 nm slip length. As porosity increases, sharp changes in pressure exist, specifically at 

the corners of the representative volume, and this is more evident for the case with 50 nm 

slip length. Although the existence of high pressure drops at the corners becomes 

insignificant for the smaller porosity values for no slip case, with the presence of slip 

velocity, the sharp pressure drop is still observed in slip flow for low porosity values. As 

seen in, the case with 50 nm slip length, pressure drops more drastically at the corner for 

porosity of 0.32 than flow with a 5-nm slip length. However, for the same porosity of 

REV, pressure drop through the void space is almost linear for the no slip flow. The 

streamlines show that flow field experiences different models with respect to the 

porosities present at the specified domains. With different porosities, various secondary 

flows occur in some parts of the geometry. The numbers of secondary flows differ in 

accordance with the porosity. Moreover, slip condition also influences the number of 

secondary flows, for lower porosities. For instance, for porosity of 0.32, no slip and 5 nm 

slip conditions undergo three and two pieces of secondary flow patterns, respectively.  
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Also, an increase in porosity provides larger empty spaces for flow through top 

and bottom, and consequently the quantity of secondary flows diminishes. Due to the 

high amount of fluid flow entering the top and bottom regions vortices tend to divide the 

flow into two secondary flows. 

 

Figure 5.7. Representation of streamlines and pressure contours in the considered 
domain for a specified Rpt=4 with slip and no slip boundary conditions. 
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The variation in the dimensionless pressure drop and dimensionless permeability 

values with respect to different values of porosities are represented in Figure 5.8 by taking 

slip effect into consideration. Due to the structural limitations, porosity range could not 

have been kept constant, thus, not all the values of porosity are applicable for any given 

Rpt values. A broad range of porosity investigation could only be possible for the highest 

Rpt value, which is equal to 10 in this study. The lower and upper porosity values that 

were investigated for the corresponding Rpt values are listed in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Lower and upper limits of porosity values for determined pore to throat size 
ratios. 

  

The smallest porosity values of each different Rpt values are determined by 

considering the flow geometry as a channel. The variation in the flow domain with 

varying porosities for a constant Rpt equal to 2 can be visualized in Figure 5.8 (a). Figure 

5.8 (a&b) exhibit the result of solution with no slip boundary conditions, while Figure 5.8 

(c&d) and (e&f) are drawn with the results of slip flow solution with slip length values 

of 5 nm and 50 nm, respectively. In this study, all results are evaluated with Re number 

less than 1 to be able to use Darcy’s Law, and as it well known, the solution of Darcy’s 

Law indicates that there is a linear relation between non-dimensional pressure drop and 

inverse of non-dimensional permeability values (Eq. 3.25). In order to observe this 

relation, dimensionless pressure drop and dimensionless permeability values are merged 

into the figure together. Results showed that, as the porosity increases, namely, increase 

in void volume where fluid flow occurs, non-dimensional pressure drop of porous 

medium decreases, hence permeability increases. Also, it is consistent for both no slip 

and slip conditions that permeability values of porous media decrease as the value of Rpt 

increases since the throat sizes become smaller, the impact of throat on the flow gains 

Pore to throat size ratio Porosity range 

10 0.1-0.91 

6.66 0.15-0.91 

4 0.25-0.92 

3.39 0.3-0.93 

2.6 0.39-0.94 

2 0.5-0.95 
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significance on the pressure gradient. Although the general response of permeability to 

the change in Rpt values is the same, the slopes of the measured permeability values differ 

due to the impact of slip velocity. In the no slip case, for a specific Rpt, non-dimensiona l 

permeability values increase in a very sharp trend as the porosity increases. However, the 

change in permeability becomes flatter for the slip flow condition. It is clear that for a 

constant Rpt value, a change in the permeability is almost flat when porosity changes. In 

the case where slip flow is dominant, the change in accordance with the Rpt is more 

dominant on the flow than the change in porosity. Additionally, slip effect results in a 

considerable increase on the permeability of the representative volume. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.8. The variation in dimensionless pressure gradient and dimensionless 

permeability values with different porosities. (Figures (a&b), (c&d), and 
(e&f) represent no slip, slip with 5 nm and 50 nm slip length results, 
respectively.) 
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 For a better observation of slip effect on the permeability of considered porous 

media, permeability values are evaluated in the geometry with Rpt values are equal to 4 

and 10, and represented in Figure 5.9. (a) and (b), respectively. As the pore to throat size 

increases from the value of 4 to 10, permeability of porous medium decreases 

approximately by 10-fold. However, in the presence of high slip effect at the boundaries, 

for instance flow with 50 nm slip length at the pore surface-fluid boundary, the amount 

of decrement is also reduced. As indicated in the previous paragraph, the effect of slip 

results in the change in slope of the relation between permeability and porosity. Based on 

Kozeny-Carman’s proposal, a linear relation between porosity and permeability values is 

expected. However, it is found that as the effect of slip included to the flow, the 

relationship between permeability and porosity diverges from linearity, and changes for 

different Rpt values and slip lengths. The extreme case with 50 nm slip length at different 

Rpt values represents a clear divergence from linear behavior. Hence, based on those 

differences in permeability-porosity relation in the presence of different Rpt and slip 

length values, it is decided to re-visit Kozeny-Carman equation by including slip effects 

into the calculation of Kozeny Carman Constant.  

 
Figure 5.9. Permeability-porosity relation with different slip conditions and pore to 

throat size ratio. (a) Rpt=4, and (b) Rpt=10 

5.2. Calculations of Kozeny Carman Constant 

Up to this section of the study, all evaluations were completed based on Darcy’s 

Law, hence specifically, H value of the specified domain was used in order to obtain 

dimensionless permeability values. On the other hand, for the investigation of Kozeny 
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3.12) as shown in Kozeny-Carman equation (Eq. (3.13)). Ozgumus and co-workers 

proposed a relation between Kozeny Carman constant and porosity which exhibited the 

variation on Kozeny Carman constant as a function of power of porosity; 
2

1
C

KCC C  (5.2) 

 
Where coefficients of C1 and C2 are identified as functions of Rpt. This study was 

performed with the no slip boundary conditions. A similar attempt was made to determine 

whether this relation is still valid for the slip flow. For this purpose, Kozeny Carman 

constant (CKC) was re-examined by considering it as a function of both porosity and Rpt, 

and relation between CKC at different Rpt values and porosities is investigated for the slip 

flow with 5 nm and 50 nm slip length, and also in the no slip case. As observed in Figure 

5.10, the relation between CKC and porosity is still valid for the slip flow similar to the 

behavior which was observed in no-slip flow. This figure mainly shows that CKC take 

different values with differing Rpt values, and hence CKC should be defined as a function 

of both ε and Rpt. 

 

Figure 5.10. Change in CKC with porosity for different Rpt values at (a) no slip, (b) Ls=5nm, 
(b) Ls=50 nm. 
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By considering the relation between CKC and porosity, the coefficients of the 

proposed model, namely C1 and C2 can be identified as a function of Rpt as follows; 

2
1 11 12 13pt ptC c R c R c  (5.3) 

22
2 21 23

c
ptC c R c  (5.4) 

Where coefficients c11, c12, c13, c21, c22, and c23 varies with respect to the value of 

Ls as they can be given in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2. The empirical coefficients for the evaluation of Kozeny Carman Constant 

Ls (nm) c11 c12 c13 c21 c22 c23 

0 10.96 -44.46 82.96 12.71 -2.73 2.86 

5 5.58 -6.87 21.20 8.20 -1.97 2.80 

50 3.01 2.57 11.26 8.47 -1.93 3.40 

Kozeny Carman Constant values are re-evaluated by using proposed model (Eq. 

5.2) and the comparison between porosity values obtained from proposed model, and the 

values used in the calculations are done. Figure 5.11 (a), (b), and (c) are drawn for no slip, 

and slip length with 5 nm and 50 nm, respectively, in order to observe the behavior in the 

existence of different slip conditions. An almost linear relation between the terms of 

16Kkc/dh2 and ε is observed for both no slip, and slip flow cases. Also, as shown, results 

based on comparison become more linear as the slip length increases.  

As it can be seen, KC equation can be applicable in case of liquid slip. In the next 

chapter, the behavior of permeability with respect to change of slip at different porosity 

and Rpt values will be investigated. By this way, an extension of the KC model for liquid 

slip will be attempted. 
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Figure 5.11. Comparison between the results of proposed model and Kozeny-Carman 
equation (a)no slip, (b) Ls=5 nm, and (c) Ls=50 nm. 
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dramatic increase in the permeability values, in comparison to the relatively higher values 

of Rpt and porosity. Moreover, the linear relation between slip length and permeability 

which was particularly observed for the small values of Rpt and porosity turns into the 2nd 

order parabolic function as the Rpt values increase. It can be claimed that it was an 

expected behavior, since for the small values of Rpt and porosity, the flow domain 

resembles a channel geometry, where slip effects are majorly observed due to the 

presence of high surface area affected by the slip length in such cases. 

 
Figure 5.12. Permeability variation with respect to slip length (Ls) for (a)Rpt= 10 (b) 

Rpt=6.66 (c) Rpt= 5, (d) Rpt= 4, and (e) Rpt= 2.6 
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In order to observe the trend in the permeability variation in accordance with the 

slip length, results belonging to the non-dimensional forms of permeability and slip length 

values are represented in Figure 5.13. Permeability values are normalized with the no slip 

permeability values obtained from the KC relation, and slip length values are normalized 

by dividing the Ls to the height of the REV (H). Although several alternatives for the 

normalization of slip length values exist, such as pore size or throat size; using the 

dimension of REV is found as more feasible in comparison to the other alternatives. The 

decrease in permeability with the increase of porosity can be observed clearly in this 

figure. As the porosity increases, the increment trend with respect to the slip coeffic ient 

diverges from linearity and turn into the parabolic behavior, since the effect of slip 

reduces due to the decrease in solid surfaces which influenced by the slip effects for the 

high porosities. Although it is possible to construct a relation between non-dimensiona l 

permeability and slip coefficient, this would not be a universally applicable relation, since 

the equation cannot give the decent result for β=0. Therefore, further consideration is 

needed to obtain universal relation which is applicable for each β values. 

 
Figure 5.13. Variation in the non-dimensional permeability values and slip coefficient for 

(a)Rpt=10, (b) Rpt=5, (c) Rpt=4, (d) Rpt=2.6. 
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In order to model permeability as an extension of KC relation with the slip 

correction, the similar approach has been done in the gaseous flow in the porous media is 

re-visited. Klinkenberg is firstly introduced the slip correction for the gaseous flow as 

follows; (Klinkenberg,1941) 

a ck k f  (5.5) 

where, ka and k∞ represent the gas and liquid permeabilities respectively, and fc is 

the correction factor. Klinkenberg is defined this slip correction as a function of Knudsen 

number (Kn) as it can be found as Eq. 5.6. 

1 1 4k
c

bf Kn
p

 
(5.6) 

where bk is the Klinkenberg’s slippage factor and p is the pressure. After 

Klinkenberg’s model, the correction factor fc is tried to be re-modeled in different 

manners. More recently, Civan (Civan,2010) proposed that this correction factor can be 

defined as an inverse power function of Kn number (Eq. 5.8) by using the 2nd order slip 

model which has been discussed by Beskok and Karniadakis (Beskok and Karniadakis, 

1999). For gaseous flow, as a general approach, 1st order slip is used, whereas for the 

cases where different non-equilibrium behaviors are observed, 2nd order slip model is 

proposed with the viscosity correction in order to predict the case that velocity profiles 

are still in parabolic shape. When it comes to the liquid flow, the 2nd order slip model can 

also be used, although the need for the update of the viscosity is not required, since the 

viscosity remains constant for the liquid flow. The 2nd order slip model developed by 

Beskok and Karniadakis can be written for a fully diffused case where accommodation 

coefficient is equal to 1, and coefficient b in the original form of the equation is indicated 

as -1 with the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo results as follows; 

1s W
s

Kn UU U
Kn n

 
(5.7) 

1/2

0.0094k
Kb  

(5.8) 
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In the light of those approaches, a phenomenological model in the current study 

is built as follows; 

Where A and B are coefficients which are going to be defined as a function of 

both porosity and permeability as it will be discussed further. The only limitation about 

this proposed model is the dimensional limitations due to the near surface non -

equilibrium (i.e. Electrical Double Layer and density layering). The non-dimensiona l 

permeability variation with respect to non-dimensional slip length, referred to as 

coefficient (β) can be found in the Figure 5.13 for different specified Rpt values and 

varying porosities. It is worth to stating that, although the polynomial fitting options also 

exhibit decent fitting for the curves, the asymptotic value which are the permeability 

results when β→∞ could not be reached for this kind of fitting. This means that, using 

such polynomial model causes erroneous predictions for the permeability in the slip flow. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.14, all values are almost perfectly matched with the power 

function fitting, and the trend provides reasonable results in the possible range of β. For 

each specified Rpt value, the relation between permeability and slip length is investigated 

by changing porosities. By that, the model can be examined as both functions of porosity 

and Rpt. In the fitting functions given in the plots, y and x represent  and , 

while the multiplier coefficient and power coefficients are the terms which are denoted 

as A and B in the Eq 5.9, respectively. 

1

B
NS

NS

K K A
K

 
(5.9) 
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Figure 5.14. The relation between non-dimensional permeability and slip coefficient and 

the fitting trend lines with different Rpt values as (a) Rpt =10 (b) Rpt =5 (c) 
Rpt=4, and (d) Rpt =2.6. Dashed lines represent the fitting trend line. 

 It is clearly seen in Figure 5.14, a linear relation between the coefficients of the 

main relation given in the Eq. 5.9 and porosity exist. Based on this observation, those 

mentioned A and B coefficients in the fitting functions, are collected, and they are re-

drawn with respect to porosity in Figure 5.15, to determine the coefficients as a function 

of porosity. Basically, A and B coefficients can be related with porosity as,  

11 12A a a  (5.10)

  11 12B b b  (5.11) 

The predicted linear relationship can be supported with the high values of 

regression coefficients which are given in Figure 5.15.  The values of the coefficients a11, 

a12, b11, and b12 can be found for each case in the Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15. Fitting functions of coefficients A (left) and B (right) as a function of 
porosity for a specific Rpt. 

The last step for obtaining the proposed phenomenological model for the 

extension of KC relation with the slip correction as a function of both porosity, Rpt is to 

derive a relation between Rpt and the coefficients in Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). Similar linear 

relation can be written as below based on the linear relation seen in Figure 5.16. 
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12 121 122ptb b R b  (5.15) 

  

 
 

Figure 5.16. Coefficients in Eq. (5.10) and (5.11) as a function of Rpt. 

After all those derivations, the final form of the derived model can be written as 

follows, 

0.041 0.89 0.044 1.35
1.66 16.48 1.9 12.7

1NS NS pt pt

R Rpt pt
K K K R R  

 (5.16) 

With the help of Eq. (5.16) for square rod geometries, permeability values can be 

predicted by calculating no slip permeability values via Kozeny Carman equation. In 

order to check the validity of the model, the permeability values obtained straightforward 

by using Darcy’s Law with the simulation results of velocity and pressure values, and  

result obtained with the proposed model are compared and drawn against different Rpt 

values in Figure 5.17. For the validation, some specific porosity values such as 0.3,0.5, 

and 0.7 are selected which may provide better visual observation. Due to the geometrica l 

limitations that were stated before, porosity value of 0.3 could not be drawn for the 

Rpt=2.6 case, since it is physically impossible to construct such a geometry. The good 
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agreement between the results prove that, permeability values can be computed by using 

extended form of KC relation with the slip correction.  

 

Figure 5.17. Comparison between the simulation results and results of proposed 
model for permeability as a function of slip coefficient with (a) Rpt=10, 
(b) Rpt=5, (c) Rpt=4, (d) Rpt=2.6. Notation of (C) and (Eq. 5.16) denote 
the results of numerical computations, and calculations results of the 
proposed model, respectively 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

There are a vast number of applications of transport in micro/nanoscale porous 

media. This reveals the need for an investigation of fluid flow characteristics in those 

systems. To accomplish this, the current study, liquid flow transport in small scale porous 

media is characterized by considering geometry and non-equilibrium effects on the 

specified porous media. The effect of non-equilibrium behavior developed due to the 

small scale was evaluated in terms of slip length. Permeability values of the micro/nano-

scale porous media were measured, using pore-level analyses of a representative volume 

at different porosities, pore-to-throat size ratios (Rpt) and slip velocity boundary 

conditions. Additionally, due to the considerable impact of Rpt on the permeability values, 

Kozeny Carman Constant (CKC) was re-defined as a function of both porosity and pore to 

throat size ratio. It is observed that Kozeny Carman equation that includes the KC 

constant as a function of both porosity and Rpt is still applicable for slip flow. Hence, an 

extended Kozeny Carman model to predict permeability values as a function of porosity, 

pore-to-throat size ratio, and slip coefficient was successfully devised by using numerica l 

computations. 

It is important to understand the effect of slip length on permeability in 

micro/nanoscale porous media, since the previous studies about the area of interest consist 

of mostly rarefied gas dynamics. For this purpose, a need for liquid transport was 

recognized and the non-equilibrium behavior was investigated in such systems. A wide 

literature survey provided the published slip length results of various liquid/solid couples 

was discussed. Published data with corresponding conduits sizes in an attempt to justify 

slip coefficient ranges to study were normalized. On the other hand, the required slip 

values could only be calculated empirically or by molecular simulations, due to the lack 

of a simple theory. For this case, possible relations between velocity slip and surface 

wetting in order to estimate the required boundary conditions from an easy contact angle 

measurement are discussed. Available slip length measurements, accompanied with the 

wetting angle of corresponding surfaces, and proposed slip versus wetting models were 

summarized. Based on the available data, slip length showed an exponential increase from 
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almost negligible values to 10nm in the 50° to 150° contact angle range. It should be 

underlined here that existing data is very limited and slip length values much higher than 

those were also stated in the literature without the corresponding contact angle values. In 

the light of these, two different slip length values as 5 nm and 50 nm were selected in 

order to observe the effect of slip on the system. It was seen that as the slip effect increased 

due to the significant decreased in the friction, pressure drop decreases, and consequently 

permeability values increase.  

Different than most of the existing studies, the significant role of the throat size 

on the permeability values was considered in this study, and it is seen that defining 

permeability only by porosity results in wrong transport predictions. Parametric study 

results show that, for a given porosity, permeability values show variation by 

connectivity, average-size and wetting condition of the porous system. The increase in 

the permeability was observed as Rpt decreases since the flow domain resembles channel 

flow. On the contrary, permeability values decreased as the value of Rpt is changed from 

2 to 10 since the main flow is influenced by the secondary flows which resulted in a 

decrease in the pressure drop. 

Based on the clear observation of how permeability was affected by slip, a model 

was developed where permeability in the presence of slip is contributed by the no slip 

permeability that was calculated via KC equation, a non-dimensional slip length term, 

and the coefficients as the functions of both porosity and Rpt. In order to estimate the 

behavior of the model, curve fitting was performed and inverse power law was 

implemented, since it was found to satisfy the asymptotic results. The coefficients of the 

proposed model were re-defined with respect to porosity and Rpt successively. The 

computational results and the results obtained via model were in a good agreement. For 

the final step, for a specified square rod geometry, the final model was devised to provide 

the permeability values for given porosity and Rpt and slip length. 

For a future study, the model can be investigated for different types of pore 

geometries and arrangements. Specifically, shape effects including tortuosity can be 

defined as a function of porosity and the proposed model can be re-visited with the 

consideration of the tortuosity for a better understanding of the effects of geometrica l 

aspects on the flow characteristics.
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